The Vision® Home for Birds continue the “less mess” tradition of bird cage design pioneered by the original Vision™ Living Space for Birds.

Vision® Home for Birds’ combination of debris guard, deep base and the placement of seed/water cups help combat air currents to keep the majority of the waste and debris inside the cage. This reduces the amount of mess, and the time-consuming clean ups associated with bird keeping, leaving you more time to enjoy your pet.
CAGE FEATURES

**UNIQUE BASE = LESS MESS**
- The combination of debris guard, deep base and placement of the seed/water cups help retain waste inside the cage.

**DEEP BASE DESIGN**
- Accommodates multiple types of litter.
- Raised ridges on inside of base provide air circulation; helps prevent mildew.

**DOUBLE COMPARTMENT SEED/WATER CUP**
- Double compartments for a variety of feeding options.
- Can be used for either food or water.

**EXTERIOR SEED/WATER CUP ACCESS**
- Allows non-invasive access, reduces stress to bird during maintenance.
- Can be used for either food or water.

**MULTI-GRIP PERCHES**
- Promotes circulation and helps prevent foot problems.
- Exterior perch access, reduces stress to bird during maintenance.

**2 STEP CLEANING PROCESS**
- Visors “no drawer” design simplifies cleaning.
- Cage detaches from base for fast, easy maintenance.

**DOUBLE PIVOTING FRONT DOORS**
- Pivot inwards at 90° angle.
- Allows versatile positioning.

**SIMPLE, EASY, SNAP-FIT ASSEMBLY**
- No screws, hooks or tools required.
**Vision® S01**

Small Home for Birds

**ART. 83200**

Suitable for Budgies, Canaries, Lovebirds and Finches

**Includes:** (2) Blue Seed/Water Cups, (2) Waste Shields, (2) Blue Perches

**CAGE DIMENSIONS**

18”L x 14”W x 20”H (45.7 CM x 35.6 CM x 50.8 CM)

Horizontal wire: 1.6 MM   Vertical wire: 2.6 MM

Wire spacing (center to center): 12.3 MM

---

**Vision® S02**

Small Home for Birds (Tall)

**ART. 83210**

Suitable for Budgies, Canaries, Lovebirds and Finches

**Includes:** (2) Blue Seed/Water Cups, (2) Waste Shields, (4) Blue Perches

**CAGE DIMENSIONS**

18”L x 14”W x 33 1/4”H (45.7 CM x 35.6 CM x 84.4 CM)

Horizontal wire: 1.6 MM   Vertical wire: 2.6 MM

Wire spacing (center to center): 12.3 MM

---

**Vision® M01**

Medium Home for Birds

**ART. 83250**

Suitable for Budgies, Canaries, Lovebirds and Finches

**Includes:** (2) Green Seed/Water Cups, (2) Waste Shields, (2) Green Perches

**CAGE DIMENSIONS**

24”L x 15”W x 20 1/2”H (60.9 CM x 38.1 CM x 52 CM)

Horizontal wire: 1.6 MM   Vertical wire: 2.6 MM

Wire spacing (center to center): 12.3 MM

---

**Vision® M02**

Medium Home for Birds (Tall)

**ART. 83255**

Suitable for Budgies, Canaries, Lovebirds and Finches

**Includes:** (2) Green Seed/Water Cups, (2) Waste Shields, (4) Green Perches

**CAGE DIMENSIONS**

24”L x 15”W x 34 1/2”H (60.9 CM x 38.1 CM x 87.6 CM)

Horizontal wire: 1.6 MM   Vertical wire: 2.6 MM

Wire spacing (center to center): 12.3 MM

---

**Vision® L11**

Large Home for Birds

**ART. 83310**

Suitable for Cockatiels, Lovebirds and Parrotlets

**Includes:** (2) Terra Cotta Seed/Water Cups, (2) Waste Shields, (2) Terra Cotta Perches

**CAGE DIMENSIONS**

29 1/2”L x 15”W x 21 1/2”H (74.9 CM x 38.1 CM x 54.6 CM)

Horizontal wire: 2.6 MM   Vertical wire: 3 MM

Wire spacing (center to center): 20.5 MM

---

**Vision® L12**

Large Home for Birds (Tall)

**ART. 83315**

Suitable for Cockatiels, Lovebirds and Parrotlets

**Includes:** (2) Terra Cotta Seed/Water Cups, (2) Waste Shields, (4) Terra Cotta Perches

**CAGE DIMENSIONS**

29 1/2”L x 15”W x 36 1/2”H (74.9 CM x 38.1 CM x 97.7 CM)

Horizontal wire: 2.6 MM   Vertical wire: 3 MM

Wire spacing (center to center): 20.5 MM
CAGE STANDS

Designed for use with Vision Home for Birds, Vision Stands are available in small, medium and large models. In addition, a large cabinet style stand is also available.

**Vision Stand**: The Vision Stand has a stylish modern design. Constructed from sturdy metal, with a wood grain finish and accessories shelf, it complements any decor.

**Vision Cabinet Stand**: The Vision cabinet Stand’s sturdy metal construction, wood-grain finish and storage compartment, make it the perfect blend of function and design.

---

VISION® Stand - Small
For Vision® Models S01/S02

VISION® Stand - Medium
For Vision® Models M01/M02

VISION® Cabinet Stand - Medium
For Vision® Models M01/M02

VISION® Stand - Large
For Vision® Models L11/L12

VISION® Cabinet Stand - Large
For Vision® Models L11/L12

NIGHT COVERS

Vision Night Covers are made from washable, light-weight fabric and attach to the cage with velcro - not drawstrings - for added safety. The front flap can be opened separately, providing the bird with shade or protection against drafts, while still allowing an open viewing area.

---

VISION® S01
Night Cover
For Vision® Model S01

VISION® S02
Night Cover
For Vision® Model S02

VISION® M01
Night Cover
For Vision® Model M01

VISION® M02
Night Cover
For Vision® Model M02

VISION® L11
Night Cover
For Vision® Model L11

VISION® L12
Night Cover
For Vision® Model L12
CAGE ACCESSORIES

Bring a touch of nature indoors with the Vision line of cage accessories. These garden-themed cage accessories are suitable for Vision small-wire cages (as well as most standard, small wire cages)

SUNFLOWER NEST HOLDER
For Canaries and Finches
Fits Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02
ART. 83076

PLANTER
For Canaries and Finches
Fits all Vision cages
ART. 83070

BIRD PACIFIER
For Canaries, Finches and Budgies
Fits Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02
ART. 83062

NESTING DISC
For Canaries and Finches
Fits Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02
ART. 83360

BUTTERFLY MIRROR PERCH
For Budgies
Fits Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02
ART. 83074

DAISY PERCH
For Canaries and Finches
Fits Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02
ART. 83072

SEED CUPS AND PERCHES

Optional seed/water cups and perches are available for the Vision Home for Birds. Available in blue, green and terra cotta, these pieces can be purchased separately for use as replacement parts, additions, or simply as a fun way to update the look of the cage.

VISION Perch - Blue
For Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02
ART. 83400

VISION Perch - Green
For Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02
ART. 83405

VISION Perch - Terra Cotta
For Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02
ART. 83410

VISION Perch - Blue
For Vision Models L11, L12
ART. 83415

VISION Perch - Green
For Vision Models L11, L12
ART. 83420

VISION Perch - Terra Cotta
For Vision Models L11, L12
ART. 83430

VISION Seed/Water Cup - Blue
For Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02, L11, L12
ART. 83435

VISION Seed/Water Cup - Green
For Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02, L11, L12
ART. 83440

VISION Seed/Water Cup - Terra Cotta
For Vision Models S01, S02, M01, M02, L11, L12
ART. 83445